USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10210.25

Host Half-God says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
CSO_Taal says:
::in engineering::
Host Half-God says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA IS ORBITING A SMALL PLANET NEAR CARDASSIAN BORDER IN THE SEARCH OF THE SS YUKOV AND MINERVA
CMO_Tunik says:
::in the rear of the bridge curious of whether or not to disturb the captain::
CO_Eden says:
XO: The away team should be on their way shortly.  You have the bridge Commander.  I'll be in Engineering.
CEO_Stricker says:
::In his office in Engineering::
Host Half-God says:
ACTION: THE PLANET IS INHABITED BUT IS RESOURCELESS AND POPULATED BY TRAVELERS AND PASSING CARGO CREWS
TO_Usimov says:
::in Tactical checking all consoles and scanners::
EO_Chapu says:
:: walks through the corridor of the crew quarters;  PADD in hand, checking the report & staff rotation for Cmdr. Stricker ::
CSO_Taal says:
::puts down his nerdy sci.... uh... science kit.::
CMO_Tunik says:
::enters the turbolift... and holds it open for the Captain::
Host Half-God says:
ACTION: ALTHOUGH IN FEDERATION SPACE, THE PEOPLE ON THE PLANET HAVE NOT SEEN ANY OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVES SINCE A LONG TIME AGO AND DON'T SEEM TO APPRECIATE THE GENEVA’S PRESENCE
CNS_Bauer says:
::In quarters preparing for Away Team detail::
EO_Chapu says:
:: Gets to the TL which quickly takes him to Main Engineering ::
CO_Eden says:
::Enters the Turbolift nodding towards Tunik:: CMO: Thank you Doctor.
CMO_Tunik says:
::presses combadge:: *AT*: Please join me in transporter room one... quickly.
CSO_Taal says:
::looks around for Commander Stricker::
XO_Shras says:
XO: Sitting in his chair on the bridge
CMO_Tunik says:
Computer: Transporter one... and Main engineering (for the Captain).
OPS_Cailand says:
::finishes off her console... readying it to be switched... and slides through the doors of the TL as they start to close::
EO_Chapu says:
:: TL stops, allowing him to exit to Main Engineering ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::runs a hand through her hair, nodding to the TL's occupants and leaning against the wall::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walks around his office looking at the debris:: *CSO*: I’m in my office Lieutenant, if you'd like to report to me please!
TO_Usimov says:
::after checking consoles rushes to quarters to get all I need for AT::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Hears Tunik’s call, grabs stuff and heads out the door to the Turbo Lift and enters::
CSO_Taal says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged.
CSO_Taal says:
::enters CEO's office::
TO_Usimov says:
::runs through hall and to TL::
CSO_Taal says:
::looks at the debris::
CNS_Bauer says:
COMPUTER: Transporter Room 1, please.
CSO_Taal says:
CEO: You have quite the collection.
OPS_Cailand says:
::notes a slight tingling in her hand and uncrosses her arms to examine it slightly, opening and closing it, then rotating it slightly.... hmm....::
CMO_Tunik says:
::exits the turbolift:: CO: I will report as scheduled. ::walks to transporter room one::
TO_Usimov says:
::taps combadge:: TL: Quarters please and step on it::
CO_Eden says:
::Shifts as the lift opens on deck 3, dropping off the Doctor::  CMO: Good luck Tunik.
CEO_Stricker says:
CSO: Greetings Lieutenant... Yes we do... this should be fun.  ::Smiles::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Exits Turbo-lift and soon enters Transporter room 1::
CSO_Taal says:
CEO: Yes... fun.
TO_Usimov says:
::hurries in putting all gear together, takes a drink of water, breathes deeply and rushes for transporter::
CMO_Tunik says:
::still doesn't understand human belief in luck... enters transporter room one::
OPS_Cailand says:
::follows the CMO out of the TL and toward the transporter room, still noting the tingling::
CEO_Stricker says:
CSO; I know, I know, fun is illogical....
CNS_Bauer says:
CMO: Doctor. ::Nods a greeting::
CSO_Taal says:
::opens his nerdy sci... uh... science kit and puts out a glass container::
CO_Eden says:
::Leans against the rounded wall of the Turbolift as it whisks her away to Engineering::
TO_Usimov says:
::exits TL to transporter room 1::
EO_Chapu says:
:: stops over at the center console, checking the material of the PADD to the hard copy of the computer ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::comes in, glancing up briefly and around at the members gather, nodding collectively at them...she lowers her arm to her side, shaking it once gently::
TO_Usimov says:
CNS/CMO: ::nods to both:: Nice to see you both again, so soon.
CEO_Stricker says:
*EO*: I need to see you in my office please.... bring your report too please...
CSO_Taal says:
::uses the tweezers to pick up a small sample of the debris::
CSO_Taal says:
::places the small sample into the container::
CMO_Tunik says:
::on transporter pad:: CNS/TO: Welcome. Prepare for transport.
CNS_Bauer says:
TO: How you doin', Kat?
EO_Chapu says:
:: Quickly finishes it and places his signature on it ::
TO_Usimov says:
CNS: I am great, Zach, what about you?
CSO_Taal says:
::places the container on a console, and begins a computer analysis::
EO_Chapu says:
*CEO*: Aye sir.  I'll be there in a moment.
CMO_Tunik says:
AT: Please step on the transporter pad.
TO_Usimov says:
CMO: Yes, sir. I am prepared.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Walks and takes a place on transporter pad gesturing Kat to go first::
CNS_Bauer says:
TO: I'm excellent, thank you.
CEO_Stricker says:
*EO*: Acknowledged!
TO_Usimov says:
::walks in front of Zach, to transporter pad::
EO_Chapu says:
:: finalizes both reports and walks around the center console to the CEO's office ::
CO_Eden says:
::Leaves the lift as the doors open and rounds a corner into Engineering::
CMO_Tunik says:
Transporter chief: Energize.
TO_Usimov says:
CNS: Good, glad to hear it.
OPS_Cailand says:
::steps up on the transporter pad::
Host Half-God says:
ACTION: THE AWAY TEAM DEMATERIALIZES FROM THE TRANSPORTER PAD AND REMATERIALIZE ON THE PLANET'S GROUND
CSO_Taal says:
CEO: So far you've been able to determine the debris originated from a civilian cargo ship?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Is in place to have his molecules scattered::
EO_Chapu says:
:: rings the chimes to the office ::
TO_Usimov says:
::thinks what a rush to be scattered in bits even for a second::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Hears chimes:: EO: Come in Lieutenant! CSO: Yes, a human cargo ship.
Host Half-God says:
ACTION: BESIDES SOME LITTLE SHOPS AND THE SPACEPORT THE ECONOMIC LIFE OF THE PLANET IS RESUMED TO AN INFAMOUS BUT QUITE DENSELY POPULATED BAR
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Reassembles on the planet grabs for scan and begins to collect data on the surroundings::
TO_Usimov says:
::materializes on planet::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::adjusts to the change in gravity... which has increased:: AT: Tricorders out. Phasers ready.
EO_Chapu says:
:: The doors slid open and back closed as he approaches and through 'em ::
TO_Usimov says:
@OPS: Sorry I didn't welcome you to the group, how are you doing?
CSO_Taal says:
CEO: Fascinating.
OPS_Cailand says:
@::materializes and obliges to the CMO's orders, pulling out her tricorder and also observing with  her eyes::
CEO_Stricker says:
CSO: We have to find out if there are any phaser residual effects.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CMO: Many life forms coming from that establishment, Sir. ::Points to a bar::
OPS_Cailand says:
@::blinks and tilts her head:: TO: I am....well. And you?
TO_Usimov says:
@::takes tricorder and phasers out::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Commander, here's the report, along with the staff rotation for next month.  :: approaches him and hands the PADD too him ::
Cherry says:
@::polishes the smooth surface of the bar, humming to herself::
TO_Usimov says:
@OPS: I am great!
CO_Eden says:
::Walks into Main Engineering and spots Lieutenant Chapu' entering the Chief Engineer's office::
Merle says:
@::gulps down her Kanar and looks around the bar with bloodshot eyes::
CNS_Bauer says:
OPS: Hello.
OPS_Cailand says:
@::nods and returns to... whatever she is supposed to be doing....::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO/CSO/CO: Captain in room!
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks to the CNS:: CNS: Thank you Lieutenant.
OPS_Cailand says:
@::looks back up to the CNS:: CNS: Counselor. ::nods::
Cherry says:
@Merle: Hey Merle, want another?
CO_Eden says:
::Glances up at the Warp Core as she walks by::
CSO_Taal says:
CEO: We found the debris approximately 500km away from a plasma and ion trail.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CMO: Should we check it out?
Merle says:
@::growls and waves a paw, indicating "bring it on"::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ CNS: I would usually prefer not to enter bars... considering past duty experiences. ::remembers Thorpe getting his head thrown through a wall:: However, it would be a logical action to check it out. ::proceeds towards the bar:: AT: To the bar.
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns to look at her for a moment ::
OPS_Cailand says:
@::follows the CMO in a long, even stride, observing and listening::
TO_Usimov says:
@CMO: Aye, sir ::heads toward bar with phaser in hand::
CO_Eden says:
::Nearly jumps at the CEO's announcement:: All: At ease... ::Pauses:: What have we found?
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Begins walking towards Pub::
Cherry says:
@::slides another mug of Kanar down the bar:: Merle: There ya go friend.
CMO_Tunik says:
@ TO: Since they are our allies, you can holster your weapon. However, have it ready on medium stun in case these 'bar huggers' lose control.
Merle says:
@::grins at Cherry and downs it::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CMO: No worries, it's my job to get along with folk::
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: A piece of debris from a human cargo ship. The CSO has some further information
Host Half-God says:
ACTION: AS THE AWAY TEAM ENTERS THE BAR THEY SEE SPACERS FROM MANY RACES SITTING AROUND THE BAR
TO_Usimov says:
@CMO: Yes, sir, no problem.
Host Half-God says:
ACTION: A HUMAN BARTENDER IS SERVING HIS CLIENT 
OPS_Cailand says:
@::scans the bar.... noting that she would be able to speak the language of some of them, not as many as she would prefer, but it is something. ::gives a soft, barely audible sigh::
TO_Usimov says:
@::scans bar with tricorder::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Looks around at the clientele of this patronage::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::walks towards the human bartender:: AT: Make yourselves appear comfortable.
CO_Eden says:
::Turns and listens to their reports::
Cherry says:
@::sees the strangers enter:: All: Hello there. Welcome to Cherry's. ::smiles broadly::
Merle says:
@::flicks her ears toward the away team and listen::
Host Half-God says:
ACTION: SERVING A CAITIAN CHARACTER
CNS_Bauer says:
@CMO: I'm quite comfortable already, Sir.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Yes, we found these pieces approximately 500 km from the plasma and ion trail.
OPS_Cailand says:
@::raises an eyebrow at the CMO and then glances at the CNS and TO.. then to the woman who spoke to them::
EO_Chapu says:
:: turns back to the CEO's desk and places the PADD onto the desk, then turns back ::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CMO: We should, perhaps, order drinks.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Mister Chapu, can I see your report please?
EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Sir, aye, sir.
CMO_Tunik says:
@ CNS: I have to report to the Captain. I will temporarily leave the establishment. You are in charge. And... order me a hot mint tea, please.
Host Half-God says:
ACTION: THE MOST NOTICEABLE CLIENTS ARE THE CARDASSIAN ONES WHO REGROUP THEMSELVES IN DARK CORNERS AND DO NOT SEEM TO APPRECIATE THE STARFLEET UNIFORMS
EO_Chapu says:
:: takes the PADD back and hands it to the CEO ::
CNS_Bauer says:
#Cherry: Well..... hello there.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: The computer is running an analysis on one of the smaller pieces now.
CNS_Bauer says:
@CMO: Aye, Sir.
TO_Usimov says:
@Cherry: Hello, thank you very much.
OPS_Cailand says:
@::spots the Cardassians and wishes to speak with them.. She always enjoys it....  if she had been in civilian clothes, she would have.... Starfleet... hmm....::
CEO_Stricker says:
::takes the PADD from the EO and hand it to the CO:: CO: The EO made a full report for me on this PADD ma'am!
CO_Eden says:
CSO: So far we haven't found any evidence to suggest that the ship was destroyed?
Cherry says:
@CNS: hi there yourself. What can I get you?
Cherry says:
@::nods to the TO::
Merle says:
@::twitches her tail and tries to not be too noticeable, nurses her Kanar::
Cherry says:
@::winks at Merle::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::steps out of the bar and taps combadge:: *XO*: Tunik to Commander Shras. We have come about a very popular bar it seems. We are going to ask a few questions.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: The ship was damaged. We have insufficient information to determine whether or not it was destroyed.
EO_Chapu says:
:: hopes the CO doesn't see the staff rotation before the CEO does ::
CNS_Bauer says:
@Cherry: My name is Zach… a mint tea for my friend, and I'll have an ale.
TO_Usimov says:
@::sits at the bar along with others, looking comfortable::
Host Half-God says:
*CMO*: Good, get the words out of them, we need to locate these cargo at all costs, keep me posted
CO_Eden says:
::Takes the PADD from the CEO:: CEO/EO: Good work gentlemen.
EO_Chapu says:
:: Moves next to the CEO ::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Notices the lady with the nice tail::
EO_Chapu says:
CO: :: smiles :: Thank you, ma'am.
Cherry says:
@::smiles:: CNS: Right away, one mint tea and one ale.
CMO_Tunik says:
@ *XO*: Understood. Tunik out. ::presses combadge and re-enters the bar:: Self: Intriguing establishment. ::proceeds to the CNS::
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: Thanks you Captain
Merle says:
@::makes a face, they have that "Starfleet" smell::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CMO: I've ordered.
Cherry says:
@::prepares the drinks and serves them:: CNS: One ale. ::moves to the TO:: One mint tea.
CMO_Tunik says:
@ CNS: Thank you. ::nods::
TO_Usimov says:
@Cherry: Thank you very much, that is just what I need.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Passes mint tea to Tunik::
OPS_Cailand says:
@::sits near the away team.... suddenly wishing she was not associated with Starfleet.... something very odd and unusual to wish....::
EO_Chapu says:
:: One of the Engineers comes up behind the EO and asks him for help ::
CNS_Bauer says:
@TO: Sorry but he IS the guy in charge.
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::accepts the mint tea from the CNS:: Cherry: Are you familiar with any traders or cargo ships that move within this area of space?
CNS_Bauer says:
@Cherry: Another tea I think.
TO_Usimov says:
@CNS: Yes, that would be nice.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: :: whispers in the CEO's ear ::  I'll be back, sir.  Trouble with minor systems.
Cherry says:
@::nods and makes another tea:: Self: Mint tea..... arghhh!
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: Darn it. Type up a full report and get back to me in 20 minutes....
EO_Chapu says:
:: Moves towards the back of Engineering, to where the female Engineer is, near the Warp Core controls ::
Cherry says:
@::turns around and places the tea on the bar:: TO: Here you are ma'am.
TO_Usimov says:
::waits patiently for her tea::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::uncertain if Cherry heard him:: Cherry: Are you familiar with any traders or cargo ships that move within this area of space miss?
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Checks out the one named Merle::
TO_Usimov says:
@Cherry: Thank you.
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: You're going to have to excuse the EO he has to work on a system problem ma'am....
Cherry says:
@CMO: Traders?
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Do you have any theories?
Merle says:
@::narrows her eyes::
CNS_Bauer says:
@Merle: Hi, I'm Zach. What's your name? And where have you been all my life?
Merle says:
@::makes a face:: CNS: Hiding from you.
TO_Usimov says:
@::Rolls eyes and listens to Zach, try yet again, to pick up a female::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ Cherry: People who trade.
CNS_Bauer says:
@Merle: Can I buy you a drink? Come on.
CO_Eden says:
CSO: It could have been a problem with the internal systems...  I personally don't think the ship was destroyed.  There's not enough debris or damage on the plating to warrant that.
Merle says:
@::twitches her tail:: CNS: You couldn't afford it.
Cherry says:
@CMO: We get all sorts through here. Any one in particular you're looking for? ::glares in his direction::
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: A TALL CARDASSIAN ENTERS THE BAR AND FREEZES FOR ONLY A SECOND WHEN HE SEES THE GENEVA AWAY TEAM BUT THEN RECOMPOSES HIMSELF AND HEADS TO A TABLE WITH FELLOW CARDASSIANS
CNS_Bauer says:
@Merle: A lady with high tastes. I like your style.
EO_Chapu says:
JEO: Ensign Novok, the only problem here is that you have crossed the power flows.  But... how you… ever did it, is beyond me.  :: quickly works to correct the problem ::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Sees the Cardy enter the Tavern::
OPS_Cailand says:
@::subtly her eyes follow the Cardassian and she again wishes she could go speak with them.... but, she is yet again restrained by the uniform and the organization she represents::
Merle says:
@::rolls her eyes and sighs, trying to finish off her Kanar::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: It seems highly improbable that two ships suffered system failure at approximately the same time.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: However, not impossible.
Cherry says:
@::notes the arrival of another Cardassian and nods to Merle::
Host Gul_Makat says:
:: sits at the table and whispers to the other Cardassians who the leave the bar ::
Merle says:
@::flicks one ear lazily at Cherry::
EO_Chapu says:
<JEO> EO: :: shakes her head; says in a lovely voice :: Aye, sir.  It's the same with me.
TO_Usimov says:
@finishes tea, and watches the Cardassians speaking to one another::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ Cherry: Any... human traders or cargo ship captains come through here?
Host Gul_Makat says:
@:: Deeply looks at the away team while drinking his Kanar ::
OPS_Cailand says:
@::narrows eyes slightly, observing the odd behavior:: CMO: Commander, may I look at the...premises?
EO_Chapu says:
JEO:  :: finishes the problem and starts walking off ::  Make sure pay attention to what you do, Ensign.
Cherry says:
@::turns back to the CMO and smiles:: CMO: Oh sure. Why we had a dozen ships come through here just two weeks ago, but why all the questions?
TO_Usimov says:
@::fiddles with tricorder in lap to see if there is anything to worry about::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Notices interaction between the two women:: MERLE: Ok no phony stuff.  We need some information.
EO_Chapu says:
:: takes his place flanking the CEO ::
Merle says:
@::innocently:: About what?
Cherry says:
@CMO: Let me fetch you another ale.
CNS_Bauer says:
@Merle: A couple of missing starships belonging to Starfleet disappeared in these parts.... will you help?
CMO_Tunik says:
@ Cherry: Two ships are missing. ::stops her:: I do not drink ale. I would prefer another mint tea however.
OPS_Cailand says:
@::raises an eyebrow, wondering if Tunik heard her::
Cherry says:
@::looks for a Gul Makat and nods::
CNS_Bauer says:
@Cherry: I'll take that ale.
TO_Usimov says:
@Cherry: I think I will have another Mint Tea please.
Merle says:
@::shrugs:: CNS:I don't know anything about any Starfleet ships.
CO_Eden says:
CEO/CSO: When will the scans on the pieces be complete?
Cherry says:
@::makes a tea and an ale:: CNS: Here you go. CMO: Mint tea. Are you sure you wouldn't like an ale?
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Computer analysis will be complete in 5 minutes
TO_Usimov says:
@Cherry: I'll have another tea also, please.
CMO_Tunik says:
@::turns to Raine:: OPS: By all means... go ahead Lieutenant. ::turns to Cherry:: Cherry: Ale is not recommended.
CNS_Bauer says:
@Merle: We aren't looking for trouble just our associates.  What do you say? Can you help?  You look like the kind of lady that doesn't miss a thing.
CEO_Stricker says:
CEO: I'm agreeing with the CSO. 5 minutes before it pushes out the numbers
Cherry says:
@CNS/CMO: Excuse me gentlemen. I see another thirsty friend. ::heads for Gul Makat's table::
OPS_Cailand says:
@::gratefully stands and exits the bar, trying not to run. once outside, she closes her eyes to take a breath and sighs.... that was better.... she looks around, taking in the outside... and trying to forget her uniform::
Merle says:
@::flicks her tail:: CNS: I'm very busy. ::watches Cherry::
Cherry says:
@TO: Just a moment please. I'll be right with you.
Host Gul_Makat says:
@:: lifts his fingers to call the bartender, showing him is empty Kanar bottle ::
EO_Chapu says:
CEO/CO:  25 minutes, actually.  Sir, ma'am.
CNS_Bauer says:
@Merle: Cherry is a friend of his. ::watching Cherry walk to the Cardy’s table::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::looks at CNS:: CNS: Counselor... can you sense anything from those Cardassians. It is possible that Cherry is in league with them. In which case... they could be responsible.
CEO_Stricker says:
EO: That long?
OPS_Cailand says:
@::begins walking around the building, looking around, not using her tricorder::
Merle says:
@CNS: Cherry is everyone's friend. As long as they pay their tabs.
CNS_Bauer says:
@Merle: That's interesting.
Cherry says:
@::stops at Makat's table:: Gul: Welcome to Cherry's. What may I get for you?
TO_Usimov says:
@::doesn't have a good feeling about the Cardassians::
CNS_Bauer says:
@Merle: I always pay up. Think she would be my friend? Will you?
CO_Eden says:
CEO/CSO: Okay.  I'll be on the bridge if you find anything else.
EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Aye, sir.  We had some minor trouble with the scanning process and had to do some manual scanning.  That only took 5 minutes as we got the scanners back.  The process continued about 10 minutes behind.
Host Gul_Makat says:
@Cherry: I'll drink another Kanar, real stuff, nothing like those Federation sissies...
Host Gul_Makat says:
@:: whispers quickly to the bartender ::
CSO_Taal says:
CEO: The computer analysis is complete.
OPS_Cailand says:
@::continues walking around, on her guard yet much less tense than inside.... where her uniform was restraining her from possible conversations and cultural education::
CNS_Bauer says:
@CMO: ~~~I'll try~~~
Merle says:
@::leans her head on her arm resting on the bar and eyes the bottom of her glass of Kanar:: CNS: It's up to you.
TO_Usimov says:
@::looks up to find Raine gone, exits bar quickly - catches up to Raine::
CEO_Stricker says:
EO/CSO; Ok, 20 minutes it is.... CO: Acknowledged!
TO_Usimov says:
@OPS: What do you think you are doing leaving there alone?
Cherry says:
@::leans down:: Gul: I have just the thing. ::winks and heads back to the bar::
CSO_Taal says:
::reads the computer output::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::nods to the CNS... then moves towards Gul Makat::
OPS_Cailand says:
@::stops and turns her head slowly to the TO:: TO: I beg your pardon?
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Attempt to sense the Cardassians emotion towards Cherry, baby::
CSO_Taal says:
CEO/EO: Tri-metallic alloy.
EO_Chapu says:
CSO: :: turns to the CSO :: Impossible.  It can't be.  :: walks over and takes a look ::
TO_Usimov says:
@OPS: The CMO would have your head if he knew you left that bar on your own.
OPS_Cailand says:
@::blinks and sighs:: TO: He knew. I asked him.
CO_Eden says:
::Leaves Engineering and returns to the bridge::
CSO_Taal says:
EO: At least my analysis is complete.
CSO_Taal says:
::looks at the other computer::
CNS_Bauer says:
@Merle: Just tell me what you need.
CEO_Stricker says:
CSO/EO: Tri-metallic alloy? What is made from that?
CSO_Taal says:
EO: The second computer analysis will require an additional 20 minutes.
TO_Usimov says:
@OPS: We need to stay in pairs down here, how am I, to keep an eye on you, as security if you are alone?
Cherry says:
@::pulls out a dusty bottle from under the bar and takes it over to Gul Makat:: Gul: Here, try this. :;places the bottle on the table::
Host Gul_Makat says:
@:: serves himself from the bottle ::
Merle says:
@CNS: A stack of gold pressed latinum. This high ::gestures with her paw::
EO_Chapu says:
CSO: Sir, I had to take both analysis' down.
EO_Chapu says:
:: looks at the CSO ::
TO_Usimov says:
@OPS: Oh, I don't think he heard you; would he have let any of us go out of there alone?
CNS_Bauer says:
@Merle: And what do I get for the latinum?
OPS_Cailand says:
@::almost rolls her eyes, waving her hand in a 'whatever' gesture, and continues walking:: CMO: He heard and granted me permission Lieutenant. No worries.
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: SUDDENLY THREE UNIDENTIFIED VESSELS WARP OUT NEAR THE GENEVA AND OPENS FIRE.
CSO_Taal says:
CEO: The computer identifies the components as duranium, steel, and tri-tanium.
TO_Usimov says:
@OPS: I have a weird feeling about the Cardassians, can we find a window into that place so we can watch and see what they are up to?
CSO_Taal says:
::falls down as ship shakes::
Host Gul_Makat says:
<TO_Clueless>XO: Three odd vessels warping out real close to us
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::stands before Gul Makat:: Gul: Greetings. I am Lt. Cmdr. Tunik.
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Bets this girl is very limber::
Merle says:
@::smirks:: CNS: Anything you want. ::eyes him::
CEO_Stricker says:
CSO: What usage does this compound have like it is the plating from a ships hull?
OPS_Cailand says:
@::nods, pointing to a window::
Host Gul_Makat says:
CMO: Well sit down mister lieutenant :: arrogantly said ::
EO_Chapu says:
:: wonders how the CSO's analysis got done, until he gets shaken down to the ground ::
Host Gul_Makat says:
TO_Clueless: Identify?
Cherry says:
@CMO: Something else you need?
TO_Usimov says:
@OPS: Okay, let's see what they are up to. ::pulls out tricorder in one hand and phaser in the other::
OPS_Cailand says:
@::stops, closing her tricorder and looking at the TO:: TO: Do you fear Cardassians Lieutenant?
EO_Chapu says:
:: gets back to his feet and starts checking all the systems ::
CSO_Taal says:
EO: I resumed the analysis after you stopped it.
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: THE THREE SHIPS FIRST REGISTER ON SENSORS AS FEDERATION, CARDASSIAN, KLINGON, ROMULAN AND DOMINION.
TO_Usimov says:
@OPS: Well, yes, I do, I am Bajoran, and so they are not my favorite, sorry.
CMO_Tunik says:
::sits down:: Gul Makat: Enjoying yourself, Mr... ?
XO_Shras says:
<TO_Clueless>XO: They are charging weapons and raising shields!!
Cherry says:
@::brushes against Gul Makat as she turns and walks away::
EO_Chapu says:
CSO: Lt., the scanners had to be shut down because of a malfunction.
CMO_Tunik says:
Cherry: I will have a mint tea.
XO_Shras says:
TO_Clueless: Red alert!
OPS_Cailand says:
@::tilts her head:: TO: I am not Cardassian, no offense taken.
XO_Shras says:
*CO*: Captain to the bridge!
CSO_Taal says:
CEO: I'm going to be reporting to the bridge.
CO_Eden says:
::Steps onto the bridge as red alert begins to sound::
EO_Chapu says:
:: Attempts to control his voice ::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Looks deep into Merle's eyes:: Merle: Information?  Do you have some to sell? ::Wanted to give a completely different response and wishes that he didn't always have this uniform on.... talk about conduct unbecoming..... if they knew what I was thinking::
Cherry says:
@::turns back for a moment and nods at Tunik::
CSO_Taal says:
EO: You were mistaken the scanner was functioning. Someone just forgot to plug it in.
TO_Usimov says:
@::watching intently what is happening inside the bar::
Merle says:
@CNS: What kind of information?
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: RED ALERT ALARM AND LIGHTS START ALL OVER THE GENEVA
CO_Eden says:
XO: Commander, report!
CSO_Taal says:
::exits office carrying his nerdy sci... uh... science kit::
CSO_Taal says:
::enters TL::
Host Gul_Makat says:
@CMO: Makat, Gul Makat
CSO_Taal says:
COMPUTER: Bridge.
Host Gul_Tulor says:
#Com: Geneva: Federation Ship......  you are a bit out of your element here... you should mind your own and stand down from Red Alert status
CNS_Bauer says:
@Merle: Missing Starfleet ships.  Know anything?
CSO_Taal says:
::TL reaches bridge::
Cherry says:
@::fetches a third mint tea for the CMO:: CMO: Here you are sir, enjoy.
CSO_Taal says:
::steps onto bridge and mans science station::
EO_Chapu says:
CSO: I did a diagnostic of the scanner and there was a malfunction.  :: transfers orders to the various sub-department heads ::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ Gul Makat: Hello Gul Makat. I am more than certain you question our presence in this area. ::nods to Cherry and accepts the drink::
OPS_Cailand says:
@::sees the CMO speaking with them through the window and fumes slightly.... she only wishes she could be in there, talking with the Cardassians in their own tongue, without this uniform...::
Merle says:
@CNS: I haven't seen a Starfleet ship in years. ::puts her paw on his leg:: Just yours.
TO_Usimov says:
@::scans area to see if there is any debris from the lost ships::
CO_Eden says:
COM: Gul_Tulor: Only if you give us a reason to.  Why have you charged your weapons?
Host Gul_Makat says:
@:: looks at the bartender then at the CMO ::
CSO_Taal says:
CO/XO: The ships are reading as Federation, Klingon, Romulan, Cardassian, and Dominion.
CSO_Taal says:
CO/XO: Fascinating.
Host Gul_Makat says:
@CMO: I do not question it; I know why you are here...
Cherry says:
@::backs up a few steps::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Smiles..... because he can't help it..... He just got nervous::
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Well which one of those is it?
Host Gul_Makat says:
@:: gets up and breaks his bottle on the table ::
Host Gul_Makat says:
@CMO: But you are not leaving...
Host Gul_Makat says:
@:: attacks the CMO ::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: The sensors identify it as either of them.
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: BUT A MORE ATTENTIVE LOOK CONFIRMS THAT THE THREE OF THEM ARE IN FACT AMALGAMS OF PIECES FROM ALL THESE SHIPS LOST IN THE DOMINION WARS
TO_Usimov says:
@OPS: I think we better get back into that bar::
CNS_Bauer says:
@Merle: You haven't? That's...... ummmmm.... to bad.
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Recalibrating sensors.
OPS_Cailand says:
@::hears the noise and raises both eyebrows, tapping her combadge while running back into the bar:: *Geneva*: Emergency beam out now! ::runs in and moves over to the Cardassians::
EO_Chapu says:
:: does some exercises to cool himself down as he helps repair systems ::
Cherry says:
@::heads back over near Merle:: Merle: You know what to do.
CNS_Bauer says:
@Merle: You got great eyes. Do you know that?
CSO_Taal says:
CO: No effect, the sensors are still reading it as either of those classes.
Merle says:
@CNS: Yes. ::smiles::
Cherry says:
@CNS: One word.
TO_Usimov says:
@::runs alongside OPS Cailand into bar::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::kicks, punches, scratches, and bites Gul Makat::
Host Gul_Tulor says:
#Com: Geneva: Charged our weapons? We've not charged our weapons, but if you don't stand down, we will intercede here...... and speaking of here, why are YOU here to begin with?
OPS_Cailand says:
@::takes a defensive stance, daring them to try and fight her....::
Merle says:
@::nods to Cherry and tackles the CNS with a snarl::
Cherry says:
@CNS: Duck!
TO_Usimov says:
@::runs up to Zach:: CNS: Are you aware of what is happening over there with the CMO. ::points::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Hits the floor::
OPS_Cailand says:
@::is pissed down and launches into a Cardassian, landing solid hits and then snapping his neck....she moves to the next one, in full fighting mode now....::
Host Gul_Tulor says:
#Com: Geneva: We will be approaching your vessel shortly and we will be boarding you for "inspection."
TO_Usimov says:
@::wonders what in the heck is happening in here::
CO_Eden says:
CSO: Stand lower shields just long enough to beam the away team back.
Cherry says:
@::steps in front of the TO::TO: Problem little one?
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Looks up at Kat, heck no. Does he see the tiger I got by the tail?
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Acknowledged.
Host Gul_Tulor says:
::motions to weapons officer and to communications officer to signal other ships::
CO_Eden says:
COM: Gul_Tulor: We'll lower our weapons, but I'm afraid your inspection will be impossible.
CNS_Bauer says:
@Merle: What's wrong?
OPS_Cailand says:
@::finishes off another Cardassian with effort and keeps moving, putting her skills to use....::
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: One of the odd ships fires on the Geneva
CSO_Taal says:
*AT*: Taal to Away Team, prepare to beam back to the Geneva.
Host Gul_Tulor says:
#Com: Geneva: Lower your weapons, and prepare to be boarded
Cherry says:
@::grabs the TO's arm:: TO: Now let's let the boys play shall we?
TO_Usimov says:
@::phaser on medium stun, I am at the Cardassians::
Merle says:
@::snarls and holds down the CNS, fumbling for her weapon::
CO_Eden says:
::Feels the ship shudder from the shielded hit:: CSO: Belay that!
EO_Chapu says:
:: All sub-departments are close to finishing their assignments;  they send their reports back to the EO ::
TO_Usimov says:
@::whips arm around and throws Cherry for a loop::
OPS_Cailand says:
@::looks back at Merle and jumps up, throwing her leg up at the kitten's head::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Acknowledged.
Cherry says:
@::hits the TO's phaser away:: TO: No, no, mustn't do that.
Host Gul_Tulor says:
#::sees the other ship fire, and not to be outdone, signals his own weapons officer to also fire::
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: THE CMO IS FINDING A CHALLENGER IN GUL MAKAT
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Begins to wrestle to gain control over Merle::
TO_Usimov says:
@::points phaser at Cherry and aims, shoots::
Host Gul_Tulor  (Phaser Fire.wav)
CSO_Taal says:
*AT*: Taal to Away Team. Stand By. The Geneva is under attack.
CO_Eden says:
::Orders Tactical to return fire, Flight Control evasive maneuvers::
Cherry says:
@::moves out of the way::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::goes for a low kick to groin... tries to scratch his eyes... bites at his neck... goes for Vulcan Nerve Pinch::
Merle says:
@::dodges the OPS and rolls over with the CNS::
OPS_Cailand says:
@::attacks Merle again then kicks back and up hitting a Cardassian squarely in the chest and knocking him back::
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: A FEW CARDASSIANS RUSH IN THE BAR AND ATTACKS THE AWAY TEAM::
CSO_Taal says:
::Watches the Tactical officer fumble with the console::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Rolls with Merle making sure when they stop he is on top with her wrists pinned to the floor::
Merle says:
@::gets her weapon out and stuns the CNS::
EO_Chapu says:
:: receives all sub-department reports;  inspects all the repairs himself ::
TO_Usimov says:
@OPS: move out of the way, so I can get her with my phaser.
XO_Shras says:
CO: I'll take the conn
TO_Usimov says:
@::aims phaser once again::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::slaps his combadge during the fight:: *XO*: Geneva! We are under attack!!
Cherry says:
@::takes the TO's phaser and changes the setting and stuns her:: TO: Sorry little one.
Merle says:
@::lashes her tail and jumps OPS::
OPS_Cailand says:
@::flips over a table and attacks the Cardassians entering the bar, taking out a few and completely forgetting where or who she is....just fighting...::
TO_Usimov says:
@::falls to ground, stunned, but not really hurt::
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: THE THREE SHIPS ARE FLYING AROUND THE GENEVA, FIRING AT IT
CO_Eden says:
*CMO*: Stand by, we're doing our best doctor, but we're also under attack and out numbered.
OPS_Cailand says:
@::kicks back and lands her foot squarely in the abdomen of Merle, then moves back to the Cardassians, snapping another neck::
TO_Usimov says:
@OPS/CNS/CMO: Can one of you please get my phaser back, and help me?
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Lies stunned struggles to shake it off::
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: THE CONN CONSOLE EXPLODES AND KNOCKES THE XO UNCONSCIOUS
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, if we fly the ship into the atmosphere, we should be able to beam back the away team safely... assuming the Cardassians don't risk firing on the space port.
Merle says:
@::yelps and pulls her weapon as she falls, hitting the OPS::
OPS_Cailand says:
@::grabs her phaser out of her holster and throws it to the TO::
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: THE GENEVA IS TAKING A REAL POUNDING FROM THE THREE SHIPS COMBINED POWER
Cherry says:
@::smiles and heads over to Merle:: Merle: Hey friend need some help here?
TO_Usimov says:
@::Catches the phaser that OPS threw::
Cherry says:
@::turns quickly and fires on OPS:
OPS_Cailand says:
@::takes the hit and lets out a small yell, hitting Merle twice and hears ribs her crack... much better::
EO_Chapu says:
:: Attempts to repair and continue coverage of the shields ::
CNS_Bauer says:
@::Sees phaser next to him and tosses it to Kat. Then gets his own weapon out::
CMO_Tunik says:
@ ::fighting Makat with all he's got left::
Host Gul_Makat says:
ACTION: IN THE BAR THE AWAY TEAM IS INCAPACITATED BY THE CARDASSIANS, THE BARTENDER AND THE CAITIAN
CO_Eden says:
::Rushes towards Shras:: *Sickbay*: Site to site transport Commander Shras to sickbay immediately!
CSO_Taal says:
::runs to the XO, checks for a pulse::
TO_Usimov says:
@::changes setting to intermediate stun and hits Cherry::
CSO_Taal says:
::finds one and takes the conn::
OPS_Cailand says:
@::feels her head hit and can't breathe as her ribs snap under impact...she loses consciousness::
CNS_Bauer says:
@Merle: I guess I was wrong...I thought you a lady. ::Fires a stun-shot to Merle::
CSO_Taal says:
CO: Captain, what are your orders?
Host Gul_Tulor says:
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